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Introduction
In 2013, with the support of the Regional District of Central Kootenay (RDCK) Areas A, B, and C,
the Lower Kootenay Band, youth stakeholders, and area youth, the Town of Creston
successfully applied for Columbia Basin Trust's (CBT) "Community Directed Youth Funds", a
$100,000 grant to be awarded over 4 years at $25,000 annually.
This process started with a CBT facilitated Youth Forum held on January 28th, 2013 at Creston’s
Prince Charles Secondary School (PCSS). This Forum helped identify 3 youth-driven priorities:
1. Investigating a possible youth space/center;
2. Hiring a teen coordinator; and,
3. Coordinating more activities and programs for Creston area youth.
The Forum was the best attended across the entire CBT region. Following the Forum, the Town
of Creston was awarded the $100,000 Community Directed Youth Fund (CDYF) grant. To fulfill
the CBT guidelines, a committee of local youth (Teen Action Committee) and a separate
committee of service providers (Community Advisory Committee) were established to oversee
the funding and pursue the goals prioritized at the Youth Forum.
In April 2013, following the success of the CDYF application, the Town of Creston also applied
for CBT's $15,000 Community Youth Engagement Funding (CYEF), to be used to complete a
more thorough community-wide “strategic plan” for youth engagement.
With the awarding of the funding in July 2013, the Town of Creston contracted BC Healthy
Communities Society (BCHC) to develop a youth engagement strategy. Over the consultation
period, BCHC assessed youth and service provider surveys, held youth asset mapping sessions,
hosted key informant interviews, and conducted consultations with youth, service providers,
and the community to collect data and information in order to analyze current youth
engagement in the Creston area.
This report is the final synopsis which reflects data, results and discussion from the
supplementary five individual reports which consist of: the Youth Survey Report, Youth Forum
Results Report, Key Informant Interviews Report, Service Provider Survey Report and the Parent
and Community Survey Results. For the purpose of this report and engagement strategy,
‘youth’ is defined as a young person between 13 and 19 years of age.
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Executive Summary
With the support of Columbia Basin Trust, in mid-2013 the Town of Creston, the Regional
District of Central Kootenay (RDCK) Areas A, B, and C, and the Lower Kootenay Band worked
collaboratively with BC Healthy Communities Society (BCHC) on a youth assessment process.
The desired outcome of the community assessment was a Youth Strategy and Action Plan that
would provide a series of recommendations for a new, positive and inspiring vision for youth in
Creston and area.
This Youth Strategy and Action Plan serves as an important foundation for the Creston and area
planners, service providers, families, local businesses and other organizations working with
youth. This plan has also engaged local youth. We heard about their assets, hopes and visions
for the future, as well as some of the barriers and challenges they would like to see addressed.
This plan is informed by five other detailed reports that incorporate results from each phase of
the process. The recommendations from each of these reports have been grouped according to
theme. The common priorities are found in this Youth Strategy and Action Plan. The other
reports are:






The Youth Survey Report;
Youth Forum Results;
Key Informant Interviews;
Service Provider Survey Report; and,
Family and Community Survey Results.

The reader will note some differences in each of the reports; however the main themes
appeared consistently throughout the process and inform this Youth Strategy and Action Plan.
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Strategic Recommendations
This report provides specific recommendations from the common themes. These themes are a
synthesis of the community data and processes. The strategic recommendations have been
organized into three sections:
1. Actions for the Town of Creston, the RDCK Areas A, B, and C, and the Lower Kootenay
Band;
2. Collaboration and community leadership; and,
3. Actions for community organizations and service providers.
The main themes that arose repeatedly in the community consultation process are as follows:











Enhancing positive perceptions of youth;
Collaboration and leadership (between youth service providers and business/local
government/service providers who serve seniors and are part of the Age-Friendly Action
Plan for the community);
Local government participation and leadership;
Transportation and active transportation to enhance youth safety;
Employment and volunteer opportunities for youth;
Low or no cost activities for youth as a way of addressing poverty and increasing access
to community resources;
Addressing and enhancing community inclusion;
Youth spaces and programming and resources; and
Addressing drug and alcohol use.

A comprehensive overview of all the eight key findings (see page 12 of this report) and an
action plan for implementation are provided in this report.
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BC Healthy Communities’ Approach
BC Healthy Communities Society (BCHC) has worked in youth engagement both provincially and
nationally since 2006. BCHC is adept at mobilizing youth voices for change, and collaborating
with decision-makers to engage young people as meaningful citizens.
BCHC’s work includes a unique facilitation and evaluation methodology based on an Integral
Capacity Building Framework (ICBF) (Appendix A). More information on BCHC’s approach can
be found here1.
BCHC’s work focuses on implementing community-based solutions in what are increasingly
complex and challenging times. For a snapshot of BCHC’s approach and the elements
incorporated into this project, please visit the resource section of our Learning Centre2.

Meaningful Youth Engagement
Youth engagement is a dynamic concept that has experienced numerous incarnations over
time. Many people understand youth engagement through a participation lens; seeing young
people doing active and positive things in their community. BCHC defines youth engagement as
the meaningful and sustained participation of young people in civic initiatives, projects and
decision-making processes.
Meaningful engagement supports young people to take action and legitimately have their voice
respected and considered. This includes engaging youth in activities that develop their social,

“A vibrant, healthy
community means more
open minds and fewer
stereotypical attitudes
towards teens.”
- Youth Forum participant

1
2

http://bchealthycommunities.ca/res/download.php?id=400
http://bchealthycommunities.ca/publications
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environmental, economic, physical, psychological, spiritual and cultural wellness. Youth
involvement in turn influences the collective health and wellbeing of the community.
Meaningful experiences include the need for supportive community allies and organizations,
resources to implement programs, and ideas and support for ongoing and sustained youth
involvement. Meaningful participation also taps into growing the assets of individual youth and
their collective capacities.
Indicators & Principles of Meaningful Youth
Engagement
We see youth engagement on a spectrum. The
Youth Engagement Spectrum is a developmental
tool that helps organizations, communities and
municipalities identify their current engagement
practices (see Appendix B). The spectrum is fluid,
and there is always a need to have a variety of
ways for youth to become engaged. Some youth
will have the capacity to be leaders immediately,
whereas others may need coaching and coaxing
to become involved in leadership or other roles.
All youth have an important role to play in our
communities.

“First off, youth could be invited
but then they need the
opportunity to speak out.”

- Youth Forum participant
BCHC’s YouthCore program (Victoria, BC), was
previously involved in a national youth
engagement initiative with the J.W. McConnell Foundation and administered by the
International Institute for Child Rights and Development (IICRD). The overarching lessons
learned through this national initiative are also relevant to Creston.
1. Youth engagement is a critical component of community development;
2. Sustained involvement of all citizens requires tangible action, and a vision for long-term
impact;
3. Youth-focused engagement tools and ideals appeal to all age groups, and work across
generations;
4. Youth are allies for adults, as much as adults are allies and supports for youth; and,
5. Engaging young people requires relationship building.
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Similarly, positive youth development (PYD) (referenced in Appendix C) is an approach that
focuses on helping youth acquire the knowledge and skills they need to become healthy and
productive adults. This approach builds on young people’s strengths and recognizes their
unique contributions. Implementing the PYD approach requires preparation of organizations,
local governments, adults, and youth. Policy and practice must be reviewed to ensure that they
support the philosophy inherent in the PYD approach. The main barriers to this approach
include:
 Organizational and cultural resistance to empowering young people;
 Many adults have difficulty stepping back and letting youth lead;
 Young people may have doubts that they are really being listened to or that their input
can impact the system; and,
 Logistical issues – time, compensation, transportation, and scheduling – often do not
support youth involvement.
Successfully implementing this PYD approach requires adopting the philosophy and addressing
the noted barriers.
Local Government and Youth Engagement
Because they are close to the citizens they serve, local and regional governments play an
important leadership and collaborative role in youth engagement. However, local governments
cannot be expected to support a community’s youth engagement landscape alone.
Collaboration is required across sectors. Service providers have an essential role in building this
bridge, to other organizations, such as the school district, law enforcement, seniors’ programs
and informal relationships that exist between local adult allies and youth mentors.
To build stronger and more comprehensive youth engagement strategies, local government
can:
 Adopt child and youth friendly strategies and action plans;
 Develop youth engagement strategies and approaches;
 Establish youth councils; and,
 Support youth learning and jobs (through subsidies, youth employment and mentorship
opportunities).
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Methodology and Analysis
Eight key touchstones were used in the design and overall methodology for the Youth
Engagement Strategy:
1. Youth are citizens now – not in the future. The project approached the voice of all young
people in Creston and area as making relevant, legitimate and important contributions.
2. The age of youth voices engaged for this project was, on average, between 13 and 18
years.
3. Youth would be involved in the construction and implementation of the strategy’s
consultation tools and processes as much as possible, including the focus group
dialogues and community consultation process.
4. The strategy would be emergent, developing from the voices of youth, adults and other
community partners.
5. The strategy would be holistic and embed community partners, youth and local
government in the key recommendations for action. All community members could
make contributions to the priority areas.
6. Resources, facilitation plans and tools would be developed as the consultation process
unfolded to meet the community’s needs.
7. Youth have a key role in creating a vibrant local economy for the future. Many project
participants expressed optimism regarding this goal. Youth engagement by the local
government and others is healthy public policy. It benefits the community in the short
term and creates new possibilities for the future.
8. The strategy and action plan would explore innovative local approaches whenever
possible. The tenets of the Integral Capacity Building Framework include learning,
engaging, expanding assets, and collaborating. These elements and processes were used
to support the overall project, and to maintain the consistent objective of capturing a
holistic picture.
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Consultation Process
The consultation process included an overview of the youth, youth service and
family/community member landscape, gathering data on assets and barriers, and identifying
policy and action plans that informed the overall recommendations. Information was collected
using the following methods:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Youth Survey;
Youth Forum;
Key Informant Interviews (service providers and youth service organizations);
Service Provider Survey;
Family and Community Survey; and,
Community Consultation Session.

The processes and results are detailed in separate reports, which are available on the Town of
Creston website3.
The data received during the comprehensive consultation process represented a robust youth
voice and critical perspectives from local service providers and community members. The
information included a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data that expanded beyond the
originally anticipated scope of the project.

Key Findings
The eight key findings, listed in the chart on page 12, include the common themes that were
consistently raised throughout the Youth Engagement Strategy consultation process. These
findings form the basis of the recommendations and action plan below.
Youth identified these issues as top priorities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Develop transportation options and address youth safety.
Develop meaningful participation for youth.
Create positive and affordable youth spaces and resources.
Create positive perceptions of youth.

Building capacity and enhancing collaboration are likely the important first steps that will help
all of the other pieces fall into place. It is recommended that the Town of Creston and RDCK

3

http://www.creston.ca/2217/Youth-Engagement-Strategy
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Electoral Areas consider how they can play a significant leadership role across the community
to foster a foundation for greater collaboration between stakeholders.
The following section includes the eight key findings. Each section includes an overview,
followed by the research summary from the consultation process. A detailed Action Plan is
included at the end of the report.

KEY FINDINGS
1. Enhance Capacity Building and Collaboration

2. Develop Transportation Options and Address Youth Safety

3. Local Government Leadership
4. Create Positive Perceptions of Youth

5. Enhance Community Inclusion

6. Develop Meaningful Participation for Youth

7. Positive and Affordable Youth Spaces and Resources

8. Take Proactive Approaches to Drug and Alcohol Use
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1. Enhance Capacity Building and Collaboration
Most respondents agreed that enhancing collaboration amongst service providers is a really
important step in supporting youth inclusion. Collaboration helps service providers move from
a singularly-focused approach to a systemic approach. This does not negate the fact that service
providers may have niche areas of expertise, which must also be valued and honoured. This
approach simply allows all service providers to work toward a common vision for youth across
the community.
Learning is critical to this intervention and strategy. Creston will benefit from processes which:




Support community members to learn about themselves(for example -their strengths,
skills, assets, assumptions, perspectives, values, hopes and aspirations);
Support community members to learn about each other (for example - share stories and
rituals and the ways they make meaning together); and,
Support community members to learn about the issues they face together(for example how to address some of the systemic issues outlined in this report).

Positive youth development cannot be achieved by one sector alone. As change makers
connect the dots between issues and influences in the community, they also need to increase
their capacity to think and act collaboratively. This approach includes seeking common ground
and taking joint ownership over issues at hand. However, collaboration is not easy and requires
dedication and skill in order to be successful. Learning about how to move from working in silos
to systemic approaches that support youth requires creating learning opportunities and
changing the current culture of competition to support greater collaboration. The research
findings below suggest that Creston stakeholders will benefit from initiatives that increase their
collaboration skills.
Collaboration is more than what we do together—it is also how we are together. Collaboration
often requires the negotiation of differing intentions, assumptions and perspectives.
Negotiation takes time and commitment. BCHC’s ICBF draws attention to the “inside story” of
collaboration – the thoughts, values, beliefs, assumptions, purpose, hope, motivations and
worldviews that are at play when a diverse group tries to collaborate in order to make the
whole greater than the sum of its parts.
As people in Creston came together to create a youth voice, BCHC aimed to support the
development of successful collaboration by focusing on building mutual understanding,
transparency, and trust. This approach created a solid foundation to address complex
challenges like positive youth engagement - not just for the duration of this project, but also for
years to come.
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Research Results 4












Some service providers noted that their assumptions and biases show up in the work
they do with youth and most expressed confidence with their approach;
Some service providers appear to understand how they or their staff can be allies to
youth, while some do not. It appears that most service providers foster a sense of youth
belonging and assets in youth but some do not;
Confidence of service providers with youth engagement varies widely. Many service
providers indicated they could improve their youth engagement skills;
Some service providers already collaborate with other agencies to engage youth,
however the culture of collaboration could be improved upon;
Most agencies indicate they could also get better at taking a holistic approach to youth
engagement that considers culture;
Some agencies support each other and some do not;
The main barriers to collaboration cited by service providers included: lack of time and
resources (21%); need for a community champion (21%); negative historic issues (21%);
more youth leadership (14%);
14% of service providers believe there is a lack of youth leadership; and,
The need for more collaboration was cited by 7% of service providers.

The following quotes are from the key informant interviews:






“I think another barrier is very much an attitude, small town attitude, guarding your own
real estate and I don’t want to share, working together means we lose, but actually the
more we share the more we have.”
“There is no central structure or leadership for collaboration.”
“Maybe understanding you don’t have to like each other and what are the benefits of
being different— address collaboration openly.”
“Adults need to work together to address fragmentation and mistrust.”

4

Research results are derived from the following background reports: Youth Survey Results; Youth Forum Results;
Key Informant Interview Results; Service Provider Survey Results; and the Family and Community Survey. These
reports can be found on the Town of Creston website http://www.creston.ca/2217/Youth-Engagement-Strategy
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2. Develop Transportation Options and Address Youth Safety
The geographic realities of the Creston Valley highlight the need for a transportation plan.
Many citizens experience geographic isolation but it is felt acutely by youth, as they often
cannot transport themselves. Currently, the Creston Valley Transit service is funded by the
Town of Creston and RDCK Electoral Areas A, B and C through taxation. Buses travel to some
outlying areas but not to Kitchener, Yahk or Bountiful. Numerous ideas emerged from the
community conversation to address transportation. These ideas can provide a foundation for
community-driven solutions. A summary appears below:






Reuse old school buses – While funds are needed for drivers and insurance, these school
buses could also be used as a mobile resource centre in small communities (e.g. Drug
Abuse Resistance Education [DARE]);
A bus tracker app could be developed;
A ride share program with approved drivers and accessible pick up spots could be
established. This could be advertised through social media;
BC Transit services are limited in the community. There is a need for availability during
evenings and weekends. This requires support from local governments. There were a
number of suggestions to improve BC Transit in the community:
o Needs to operate at peak youth hours;
o Provide 4 runs per evening;
o Schedule service 2 nights a week plus weekends;
o Be aware of school holidays and evening events;
o Expand transit services to other regions;
o Schedule useful transportation times for youth;
o Schedule general community bus for outlying areas; and,
o Conduct a survey on transportation needs.

Many youth feel unsafe in some areas because of
a lack of sidewalks, crossing lights and lighting.
Active transportation includes travel by foot,
bicycle and other non-motorized means (e.g.
scooters, skateboards, long boards). Active
transportation often forms part of a trip-chain for
public transportation users.

“We need effective public
transportation. Creston could use
walking trails; it’s broken up and
there is no sidewalk or trail and the
lighting is poor. All the linking [and]
sidewalks are few and far between…”
- Key informant
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A strong body of literature focuses on the importance of active transportation from health,
economic, social, environmental and traffic management perspectives. Research shows that
environmental interventions, such as improving the quality of public transportation options,
can facilitate a shift from motor vehicle-dependent communities to communities accessible by
active modes.
Research Results5







42% of youth noted they would like to see improved lighting, crosswalks, and sidewalks;
30% of youth commented that police response times were too slow and there is a lack
of police presence;
19% of youth expressed they could not participate in events because of transportation
issues;
Youth want to participate in development of trails for biking, skateboarding or horses;
31% of service providers noted transportation was the top issue that impeded youth
participation; and,
Many parents and adults agreed with the youth assessment of safety and focused on
the need for new walking trails and sidewalks (31%); as well as installation of crosswalks
and lights (13%).

5

Research results are derived from the following background reports: Youth Survey Results; Youth Forum Results;
Key Informant Interview Results; Service Provider Survey Results; and the Family and Community Survey. These
reports can be found on the Town of Creston website http://www.creston.ca/2217/Youth-Engagement-Strategy
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“It would be great to have
more time outside on trails,
at Lister Rink or at the river.”
- Youth Forum participant

3. Local Government Leadership
Local governments have an important role to play in encouraging civic engagement and
democracy. In fact, participation and engagement are often recognized as important goals of
local government. Local governments can also facilitate local citizens to effectively problem
solve, plan and come together as a community. This approach encourages collective thinking
and builds meaningful engagement.
Local governments have an influential role in implementing healthy public policy that guides
communities toward a desired future. The effect of such policies is often immediate and
tangible.
Research Results6



50% of service providers surveyed wanted enhanced leadership from local government
and a local funding program that supports youth engagement;
14% of service providers surveyed felt local government could play an important role in
facilitating communication between service providers and youth;

6

Research results are derived from the following background reports: Youth Survey Results; Youth Forum Results;
Key Informant Interview Results; Service Provider Survey Results; and the Family and Community Survey. These
reports can be found on the Town of Creston website http://www.creston.ca/2217/Youth-Engagement-Strategy
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14% of service providers surveyed believed local
government could do more to support youth
engagement;
“To change ourselves
14% of service providers surveyed indicated there
effectively, we first had to
was a lack of community support for youth related
change our perceptions.”
programming and direction;
- S. Covey
Parents identified Facebook, the local newspaper
and the school newsletter as the most effective
means to communicate with youth; and,
Town of Creston could consider providing scholarships to youth (grades 10 to 12) who
have experienced positive outcomes after linking to community services, contributing to
services, and/or accessing services.

RDCK representatives and Creston Town Council could work toward enhanced collaboration
with young families. Several community participants noted that community scholarships would
make Creston a place youth would want to come back to. Scholarships or tuition sponsorship
could be awarded to youth who serve the community or support community services. By
encouraging youth to serve the community, they are building a stronger connection with the
people and the place, which in turn may result in long-term retention. This is an engagement
model that appears to be well supported by the community.

4. Create Positive Perceptions of Youth
Citizen perceptions and attitudes directly impact youth in the community. In small
communities, unfavourable perceptions of youth can spread quickly and negatively impact
youth morale and engagement. Although it can be difficult to change perceptions, such change
can be achieved through persistence. Residents
C OMMUNITY C ONVERSATION , A PRIL 2014
of Creston and area often describe it as a
“seniors community” where people come to
retire.
While this may or may not be an accurate
portrayal, it is a perception held by a high
number of youth and service providers. There
is an opportunity to create a more positive,
hopeful perception of youth in the community.
Imagining youth as positive contributors can
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alter how we perceive youth in the community— in essence, we need to choose to look on the
bright side and see the youth ‘glass’ as half-full. This in itself creates positive change that can be
enhanced by asset-based approaches that reinforce positive youth participation. The assetbased approach recognizes youth as positive agents of change with various strengths and
capacities. Asset-based approaches support protective factors in youth and minimize risk
factors. They are also known to enhance healthy youth development.
How can Creston be seen as more welcoming and engaging to youth? An important first step is
to simply change the conversation from “youth are not valued” to “youth are valued and are an
important part of our future”. In order to address complex issues, people need a story that
encapsulates the many interconnected pieces; a narrative that allows them to see the change
that is needed, and the ways that change might happen.
Sometimes a theory of change is clearly articulated; sometimes it is embedded in the structure
and assumptions of the plan. A clearly articulated theory of change allows all those involved in
a project to grapple with the complexity of what is required to bring about meaningful change
and work with each other in the most effective way.
The Tamarack Institute for Community Engagement7 notes that complex responses tend to:








Develop and expand a shared understanding of the issue in its full complexity (all of the
nuances of who youth are need to be explored and understood. The service providers
and local government need an understanding of how to effectively collaborate and lead
youth engagement. The underlying systems that influence youth activities need to be
explored and changed for example - recreation centre hours, pay for youth positions
etc.)
Work across domains (such as youth service providers, community safety, economic
development) and at multiple levels of scale (individual, collective and systemic levels);
Be collaborative in nature;
Embrace an action-learning approach (meaning to learn while doing);
Develop customized, local responses; and,
Aim to make progress over the long term rather than seeking ‘quick fixes’.

7

Cabaj, Mark (2006) Learning & Evaluation for Collaborative, Comprehensive Responses to Complex Issues.
Presentation to the CCSI Network, Vancouver December 2006. See also Pearson, K. A. (2006) Accelerating our
Impact: Philanthropy, Innovation and Social Change. The J.W. McConnell Family Foundation.
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Research Results8












In the youth survey, 55% of youth indicated a desire to express their voice in the
community;
41% of youth indicated a desire to be meaningfully involved or have a vote on matters
that affect them;
24% want to be more involved in local government decision-making;
25% of youth graded the Creston Valley’s ability to include youth as part of the local
government decision-making process as a C;
Youth would like Creston’s identity to feel welcoming, sustainable and fun;
Youth value open minds that maintain less stereotypical attitudes toward youth;
Youth don't feel that what they do is appreciated as meaningful. Providing more
opportunities for teens to feel like they are making a meaningful contribution and giving
them more opportunities to learn new skills would address this concern;
The research suggests that there is an overall perception that Creston is a retirement
community. One participant commented that, “kids are just a side issue”. There is a
need to evaluate the focus on being senior-focused and explore the need to be more
inclusive of all ages; and,
Cultural diversity and inclusion was an issue that was also raised repeatedly, especially
about youth from Mormon Hills and the Aboriginal community.

5. Enhance Community Inclusion
At the centre of community is relationship development. Establishing and building relationships
with people is perhaps one of the most important aspects of community engagement.
Communities are made up of people who have both
diverse and common experiences. The culture of a
community often shares common experiences that
“I know there is a strength in
shape the way people understand the world. The
the differences between us. I
culture of a community also includes groups that we
know there is comfort, where
are born into, such as race, ethnicity, gender, class,
we overlap.”
or religion. It can also include groups we join or
– A. DiFranco

8

Research results are derived from the following background reports: Youth Survey Results; Youth Forum Results;
Key Informant Interview Results; Service Provider Survey Results; and the Family and Community Survey. These
reports can be found on the Town of Creston website http://www.creston.ca/2217/Youth-Engagement-Strategy
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become part of. For example, a change in one’s economic status often requires integration into
a new culture. When we think of culture this broadly, we realize we all belong to many cultures.
We also can't pretend that cultures and differences do not matter.
Glossing over differences and pretending they do not exist, or wishing that we could be more
alike does not help to build relationships in a community. We also cannot ignore the existence
of discrimination. To build a community that is powerful enough to create significant change we
need the majority of people in the community to work together. Together, people can be more
effective in reaching common goals, than if each group operates in isolation.
All cultures have unique strengths and perspectives that the larger community can benefit
from. We need a wide range of ideas, customs, and wisdom to solve problems and enrich
community life. Bringing new approaches can provide fresh perspectives and shed new light on
tough issues. A willingness to learn about cultures helps us overcome and prevent divisions.
Divisions result in misunderstandings, loss of opportunities, and sometimes intolerance and
violence.
People from different cultures need to be included in
decision-making processes to enhance the effectiveness of
programs or policies. Projects will be more successful when
the people they impact are involved in creating and
designing them. In Creston, the Teen Action Committee
can play an important role in supporting an inclusive youth
culture. The Teen Action Committee is highly motivated to
catalyze change in the community. Including this group in
decision-making processes presents a tremendous
opportunity for community growth.

“There is kind of a split; the
kids from Mormon Hills
and the Lower Kootenay
Band are not included in
Town activities.”
- Key informant

Some helpful resources that are addressing some of the issues mentioned are listed below:



9

Welcome BC9 – Resources for newcomers to Canada
Hosting a Community Dialogue10 about inclusion

http://www.welcomebc.ca/Live/Communities/Welcoming-Communities/communities-landing.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lQyd5NzCzM

10
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SPARC BC – Social Inclusion Toolkit and Manuals11
Adult Community Education Toolkit12- Australia

Research Results13














Youth want to develop relationships with others (including adults and older adults);
Youth want a culture that is more accepting of differences;
Youth want inter-generational relationships with seniors (and people of all ages);
Youth want to be part of creating a more open, inclusive community culture in Creston;
they are curious about differences and have a desire to learn. This includes learning
about culture, heritage, lifestyles and also learning more about adults (including intergenerational programming);
Key informants noted that there could be more mentoring between teens;
The key informants noted there is a stigma attached to the reserve and identifying as
Aboriginal. There are opportunities to work on enhancing inclusion in this area by doing
cross-cultural skill building and working together;
Key informants indicated that youth may segregate themselves, and that there are
deeper issues there. One key informant suggested that, “the Creston Valley needs to be
inclusive so that kids from Bountiful, Kitchener, Yahk and surrounding areas don't feel
excluded”. The adults and service providers in the community have a key leadership role
to play in addressing and modeling inclusion;
Key informants indicated that the greater community is not open, it is closed;
There is a perception among some youth that the adult community is very traditional
and not accepting of differences of race, culture and sexuality; and,
A few kids define themselves as LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual and Trans-gendered), and
stated that, “high school is still a tough place to come out”.

11

http://www.sparc.bc.ca/sprout-resources-for-social-change/305
http://ace.nsw.gov.au/social/
13
Research results are derived from the following background reports: Youth Survey Results; Youth Forum Results;
Key Informant Interview Results; Service Provider Survey Results; and the Family and Community Survey. These
reports can be found on the Town of Creston website http://www.creston.ca/2217/Youth-Engagement-Strategy
12
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6. Develop Meaningful Participation for Youth
In this section, two correlated themes emerged. One theme relates to meaningful volunteer
and work opportunities in the community for young people. The second theme relates to
access to activities and programming in the community for youth. Employment and volunteer
opportunities are difficult to attain for young people. The service provider surveys, youth
surveys and key informant interviews confirmed this reality.
In particular, younger youth highlighted the fact that they are
often excluded from employment and volunteer activities and
from recreational activities as well. While the College of the
“Poverty is an issue
Rockies is developing more youth-related opportunities,
for kids.”
especially in the area of local agriculture, other youth
– Key informant
employment training is limited. However, survey results
indicate there is considerable interest in the community for
locally delivered training and education. The ideal outcome of
more local employment and education options is that more youth will prefer to stay in the
community in the long-term.
Research Results14






43% of youth want more employment opportunities for youth less than 13 years of
age15, as well as more job and volunteer opportunities throughout the community;
29% of youth want more jobs and volunteer opportunities in the community;
24% of youth graded their future desire to live and work in the Creston Valley as a
young adult as an F;
Youth would like to see the younger demographic included in the definition of youth;
Youth want to be involved in action and plans that affect them. They want more than a
voice; youth want to be part of designing solutions;

14

Research results are derived from the following background reports: Youth Survey Results; Youth Forum Results;
Key Informant Interview Results; Service Provider Survey Results; and the Family and Community Survey. These
reports can be found on the Town of Creston website http://www.creston.ca/2217/Youth-Engagement-Strategy
15
Under the B.C. Employment Standards Act, children who are 12 or older, but have not yet turned 15, cannot be
employed without the written consent of a parent or legal guardian. Children under 12 years of age cannot be
employed without a child employment permit issued by the Director of Employment Standards. For more
information, view Employment of Young People - A Resource Guide for Parents
(http://www.labour.gov.bc.ca/esb/young/)
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The majority of community members surveyed believed improved availability of youth
events was important;
57% of parents and community members felt more work opportunities would keep
youth in Creston longer; 38% suggested a focus on cultural tourism; and,
The needs of youth who are low income and/or socially/geographically isolated are high.

7. Positive and Affordable Youth Spaces and Resources
Having safe physical spaces for youth to congregate in the community is important. There are
many creative options to address the need for youth space in the community. It may or may
not need to be a dedicated physical space in the community. However, any space that is
created should:







Be a dedicated space for all youth and not targeted
to any particular group of youth;
“So little infrastructure is
Incorporate programming, but it is also important
an asset, it allows for
to allow for free time to just ‘hang out’ (especially
more freedom and
at night);
creativity”
Provide food options at reasonable prices that link
– Key informant
back to supporting the local economy;
Be at low or no cost to facilitate access for everyone
regardless of means; and,
Be designed and planned with the youth as equal participants in the process.

Service providers and local government may look for a viable opportunity to collaborate to
provide a consistent youth space on a rotational basis. However, there would need to be an
effective way to communicate the rotating location to youth.
Regardless of the approach, no one agency need bear the complete burden of creating and
funding a dedicated youth space. All service providers can come together to create some design
principles and checklists that would allow for a space for youth in the community. Youth
involvement is essential for the design and for deciding what spaces in the community might
work best and what modifications might be necessary.
Community members noted that the best times to offer youth events were weekends, followed
by after school and evenings. These times should be targeted as high-use, high-need times. Low
or no-cost activities for youth are essential as a way of addressing poverty and providing
equitable access to community resources. One way to approach this issue is to offer a
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centralized portal listing free and low costs activities in the community. This could also be made
available on Facebook or other social media channels. The Town of Creston is one government
organization that could consider taking a leadership role in developing a web resource for
youth.
Are low-cost or no-cost activities actually available and are youth unaware of them? Or are
there insufficient low and no-cost activities available? If the latter is the concern, then this
would be an excellent starting place for service providers to collaborate on youth-related
issues. Scheduling access hours to meet youth needs is a good starting point.
Research Results16













26% of youth indicated they would like some sort of affordable teen space in the
community;
15% of youth would like an arcade and 9% would like to be able to access paintball or
have improved access to the pool or recreation centre; 14% would like a waterslide at
the local pool;
Youth expressed there were a variety of barriers to accessing existing programs and
services, but 47% of youth indicated that cost is the most significant barrier. This is an
important finding and points to the need for no or low-cost activities that would allow a
high percentage of youth to begin to participate more in activities;
Although only 4% of youth indicated access to Lister Rink/Goat River was important, for
the youth who go to Mormon Hills School this was a huge need and should be
prioritized for that reason;
Youth would also value more opportunities to access arts and culture in the community
(33%) and more sports options (25%);
Most service providers agree there is a need to work on availability, affordability and
quality of youth activities, as well as overall youth resources. Many indicate there is not
enough of a focus on developmental needs of youth;
21% of service providers indicated there were insufficient spaces and/or activities for
youth;
20% of service providers noted that poverty is a large barrier to accessing supports and
services;

16

Research results are derived from the following background reports: Youth Survey Results; Youth Forum Results;
Key Informant Interview Results; Service Provider Survey Results; and the Family and Community Survey. These
reports can be found on the Town of Creston website http://www.creston.ca/2217/Youth-Engagement-Strategy
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The community survey participants also felt affordability of events was a large barrier
for youth;
Most community members and parents supported the need for a youth space and more
accessible hours for the recreation centre; and,
Most service providers and community members indicated that service providers need
to collaborate more to bring all the youth together. This would provide meaningful
opportunities to enhance youth facilities and experiences. Several participants
commented that, “The Town needs to play a leadership role with that”.

8. Take Proactive Approaches to Drugs and Alcohol
The vast majority of participants in the community
process, including the youth, expressed that Creston and
area is a safe community. Some youth worried about
“Not enough to do, too
police response times (to outlying areas) and the most
much hanging out and
pervasive concern pertained to what was described as
driving around. Drinking
the ‘party culture’ in Creston. BCHC recognizes that
and driving is prevalent.”
- Key informant
consistent messaging and approaches regarding drugs
and alcohol can prevent substance abuse. Preventative
measures often focus on the same messages about
alcohol and drugs. Multiple community messengers, such as schools, parents, peers, and the
community, repeatedly communicate this message to youth throughout their adolescent years.
Proactive strategies work best when attention is given to the dominant risk and protective
factors in young people’s lives. Enhancing protective factors and reducing risks in an
adolescent's life can be helpful strategies. Recently, cognitive-behavioural approaches have
been gaining ground in youth addictions treatment and this approach targets conscious and
unconscious thoughts and beliefs in an attempt to change behaviour.
The East Kootenay Addictions Service Society’s (EKASS) region-wide Adolescent Drug Use
Survey notes that alcohol and marijuana use were high amongst East Kootenay teens. The
Society is working on strategies to reduce drinking and driving, but a community-wide strategy
is needed. “EKASS will work to develop an education program aimed at youth of driving age to
inform them of risks of being charged with impaired driving and helping them to look at safe
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alternatives if they plan on being in situations where alcohol or other drug use and driving are
possibilities”(2013 East Kootenay Adolescent Drug Use Survey Summary Report).
Research Results17




55% of youth graded Creston and area as a safe community for youth;
30% of parents are concerned about lowering drug and alcohol use in youth; and,
11% of youth indicated concern about drug and alcohol use.

17

Research results are derived from the following background reports: Youth Survey Results; Youth Forum Results;
Key Informant Interview Results; Service Provider Survey Results; and the Family and Community Survey. These
reports can be found on the Town of Creston website http://www.creston.ca/2217/Youth-Engagement-Strategy
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BCHC recommended Action Plan
It is recognized that budget constraints and staff capacity directly impact implementation of any action plan. The following
BCHC recommended Actions Plan is provided to foster discussion regarding potential leadership roles, suggested activities
and suggested actions.

1. Enhance Capacity Building and Collaboration
Potential Lead Role
Suggested Activity

Suggested Action

Youth Service Providers, Creston
Library, School District, RCMP,
Lower Kootenay First Nation,
Mormon Hills School, Prince
Charles Secondary School and
Town of Creston

Facilitate a collaborative approach to
youth services (using the silos to
systems approach).

A facilitated discussion on:
1. Enhancing trust and collaboration;
2. Explore barriers to collaboration; and,
3. Explore ways that collaboration could be
supported through the leadership of the
Town of Creston.

Town of Creston and RDCK

Establish a youth engagement grant
that supports youth engagement
activities across the community.

Youth Service Providers, Creston
Library, School District, RCMP,
Lower Kootenay First Nation,
Mormon Hills School, Prince
Charles Secondary School and
Town of Creston
Town of Creston and RDCK

Host a series of youth engagement
training events for youth services and
other providers that support youth.

Consider developing a fund and funding
criteria dedicated to youth engagement
activities. It could be open to youth and
groups who serve youth.
Apply for funding support through CBT.

Develop a community-based approach
to youth engagement and
collaboration.

This activity could potentially be supported
through a PlanH application for the Silos to
Systems workshop.

2. Develop Transportation Options and Address Youth Safety
Potential Lead Role
Suggested Activity
RDCK and the Town of Creston

RDCK, Town of Creston and
BC Transit

Investigate options for new walking
trails and sidewalks as well as
installation of crosswalks and lights.
 Determine youth ridership and
public transportation needs across
the region.
 In particular address evening and
weekend runs.
 Develop a more reliable schedule
and bus tracker application for
outlying areas.

3. Local Government Leadership
Potential Lead Role
Suggested Activity

Suggested Action



Determine funding sources
Implement improvement plan

Consider conducting a survey to determine
youth transportation routes and ridership
needs. Involve youth in this activity.

Suggested Action

RDCK and the Town of Creston

Council seek input from youth when
considering the CBT-Community
Initiatives Program (CIP) annual
applications that pertain to projects
and programs for youth.

The youth council noted in the body of the
report that they would like to have a role in
determining youth projects and suggested
disbursement options for youth-focused
projects.

RDCK and the Town of Creston

Develop a local diversity strategy that
focuses on being more welcome and
inclusive to other cultures, sexuality
and belief systems.

See cultural competency assessment in
Section 6 below.
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4. Create Positive Perceptions of Youth
Potential Lead Role
Suggested Activity
Youth Service Providers, Creston
Library, School District, RCMP,
Lower Kootenay First Nation,
Mormon Hills School, Prince
Charles Secondary School and
Town of Creston

1. Design a youth-recognition (that
has several categories) to be
awarded jointly by the Town of
Creston and RDCK.
2. Design a youth service provider
award to recognize youth
achievements in the community.

5. Enhance Community Inclusion
Potential Lead Role
Suggested Activity

Suggested Action
Youth should be engaged in the process.

Suggested Action

Develop a collaborative of service
providers, Lower Kootenay First
Nation, Town of Creston, RDCK,
and Mormon Hills School.

Identify the different cultures or shared Conduct a cultural competency audit in the
experiences represented in the
community.
organizations, groups, and community
to help create a more inclusive,
welcoming environment for
differences.

Develop a collaborative of service
providers, Lower Kootenay First
Nation, Town of Creston, RDCK,
Library and Mormon Hills School.

Develop a strategy to make the
community more inclusive and
welcoming for all.

Using a pilot project approach co-design an
approach that engages youth and adults to
create a more welcoming community for all.
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6. Develop Meaningful Youth Engagement
Potential Lead Role
Suggested Activity

Suggested Action

Town of Creston and RDCK

Consider developing and fund a youth
advisory committee.

Solicit interest and hire a supportive adult
mentor and ally to support the youth
advisory.

Town of Creston and RDCK

Creston could include youth in several
desired outcomes in the Age-Friendly
Action Plan developed by the Town of
Creston in 2013.

There are four areas of overlap with this
plan including transportation, intergenerational activities, communication and
collaboration. These areas of overlap should
be investigated to determine if there are
potential areas for collaboration with this
plan.

Kootenay Employment Services

Explore options to develop a
volunteer/job bureau for young people
less than 16 years of age in Creston.

Work on a web portal access for youth
based employment/volunteerism.

Jointly managed by the Town of
Creston and the RDCK, school
district, Kootenay Employment
Services.

Facilitate a discussion with local
businesses through the local Chamber
of Commerce or Business 2 Business
meetings to discuss youth
employment/ volunteer options and
investigate a cultural tourism program
for Creston and area.

Facilitated discussion.
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7. Positive and Affordable Spaces for Youth
Potential Lead Role
Suggested Activity
This applies to the swimming pool,
rink, gym, curling club, and the
skateboard park, managed by the
RDCK.









Conduct an assessment of youth
usage to determine optimal usage
hours for the pool, rink and
skateboard park.
Review how many youth access the
facility and when they do so.
Determine high usage hours and
also note when youth would like to
use the facility when it is currently
not open.
Investigate the feasibility of a
waterslide at the local pool.
Investigate and secure ways to
make the Lister Rink more
accessible.

Suggested Action
Conduct an assessment of youth usage to
determine optimal usage hours for the pool,
rink and skateboard park.

RDCK

Investigate options to promote and
secure safe river access for youth.

Define options to promote and secure safe
river access for youth.

Youth Service Providers, Town of
Creston and the RDCK, Library,
Mormon Hills School, Prince
Charles Secondary School

Investigate rotational space options for
youth space in the community.

Design a plan to provide youth space across
the community.
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RDCK

Consider designing a subsidized leisure
pass for youth to ensure participation
of low-income families and youth.

Youth Service Providers, Town of
Creston and the RDCK, Library,
Mormon Hills School, Prince
Charles Secondary School

Explore new and additional
opportunities for youth to create and
access arts, culture and music in the
community.

8. Take Proactive Approaches to Drug and Alcohol Use
Potential Lead Role
Suggested Activity

Consider developing a mechanism that is
low barrier to enable access to leisure and
library services for youth and low-income
families.
Consider developing a youth engagement
team focused on the development of access
to arts, culture and music in the community.

Suggested Action

RCMP, EKASS, Youth Service
Providers, Mormon Hills School,
Prince Charles Secondary School,
Interior Health

Collaborate to develop a proactive
strategy to reduce alcohol and
substance use by youth in the
community.

Host a Community Dialogue as an initial step
to enhance conversation and collaboration.

RCMP, EKASS, Youth Service
Providers, Mormon Hills School,
Prince Charles Secondary School,
Interior Health

Develop a strategy to address drug and
alcohol use for youth in the
community.

Devise a collaborative strategy to address
drug and alcohol use.

Town of Creston and RDCK and
RCMP

Improve police response times and
improve police presence.

Collaborate for prioritization of community
goals.
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Next Steps
The Creston and Area Youth Engagement Strategy specifically identifies eight key areas of focus
and recommend actions for local government and local service providers. The
recommendations are clearly organized to identify key sector leads for these actions. While all
the recommendations reflect the data collected from the extensive youth and community
engagement activities, prioritizing areas of greatest need is essential. It is hoped that the Youth
Engagement Strategy and Action Plan will serve as a useful tool for future budget cycle
discussions and policy development.
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Appendix A - Integral Map
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Appendix B – Youth Engagement Spectrum
Youth engagement is not discrete; it exists upon a spectrum of engagement. Appropriate engagement is dependent upon what you
are trying to achieve with youth. The spectrum also informs which methods to use for engagement. There is no ultimate level of
engagement; all levels are appropriate and meaningful if they are used in a way that values youth contributions and expertise.

Program
Participation

Program or
Organizational
Assistance

Informal
Influence in
Program or
Organizational
Development

Structured
Consultation

Policy Making
Involvement

Youth Adult
Partnerships

Youth Driven
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Appendix C - Positive Youth Development
“Community Youth Development harnesses the power of youth to affect community development and, similarly, engages
communities to embrace their role in the development of youth”18.
Positive Youth Development is characterized by:






Focus on youth’s strengths, contributions and competencies
(caring, creative, etc.)
Focus on connections with all youth- not just ‘problem youth’
Focus on building young people’s assets so they can grow to be
successful adults
Internal Asset Development includes character (e.g. selfesteem, confidence)
External Asset Development includes community and the
people in it. (e.g. community support, healthy family and school
environment)

The Search Institute has identified a comprehensive list of internal
and external assets youth require for healthy development. This list
of 40 developmental assets identifies various skills, experiences,
relationships, and behaviours that enable young people to develop
into successful and contributing adults. Click here19 to learn about
the Search Institute’s “40 Developmental Assets for Adolescents”

18
19

POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Connection
Confidence

Competence

Character

Positive
Youth
Development

Contribution

Community Youth Development: A Partnership for Action Borden, L., Perkins, D., and Villarruel, F.
Search Institute website http://www.search-institute.org/content/40-developmental-assets-adolescents-ages-12-18
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